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Abstract
We are studying here the computations over free algebras that can be done in a constant
number of complete developments of the pure -calculus. In the following, such computations
will be called constant time parallel computations (considering that all redexes in a -term are
reduced “at the same time” to produce its complete development). This has obviously nothing
to do with a realistic de5nition of constant time parallel computation, but the set K of numeric
functions that are computable in this way enjoys good closure properties making it close in
some sense to the class of elementary functions. We prove that a function over free algebras
is computable in parallel constant time in the pure -calculus, i8 it is representable in the
simply typed -calculus →. In considering the latter, the full type structures of → prove to
be serious tools for an extensional study of the functions -representable with constant parallel
runtime, giving us in particular a full description of the -representable predicates. c© 2001
Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
Keywords: Lambda calculus; Complete developments; Simple typing; Full type structure;
Elementary complexity
1. Preliminaries and notations
The functions whose representations in -calculus will be studied here are sorted
functions f : A1× · · · ×An→A for any free algebras: A1; : : : ;An;A. A free algebra
A is the set of closed terms generated from constructors: c1; : : : ; ck with: arity(ci)=pi
¿ 0; 16 i6 k, i.e. the smallest set such that: ∀r1; : : : ; rpi ∈A; ci(r1; : : : ; rpi)∈A,
16 i6 k. In order to avoid the case of empty algebras, any free algebra is sup-
posed to have at least one constructor ci of arity: pi =0. A famous free algebra is the
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algebra B of booleans, having two constructors with zero arity (which are therefore its
only terms): T (true) and F (false). Another one is the algebra N of natural numbers
with two constructors: s (successor) and z (zero) of arity 1 and 0, respectively. We
simply represent by n its generic term: s(s(: : : s︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
(z) : : :)).
We adopt the following notations concerning the -calculus: a (function) term t
applied to a (argument) term u is denoted: (tu) or more simply: tu: tu1 : : : un represents
the -term: (: : : ((tu1)u2) : : : un). ‘→’ denotes a single -reduction, and ‘’ a sequence
of arbitrarily many -reductions (possibly none). ‘=’ represents syntactical identity
modulo -equivalence whereas ‘=’ represents -equivalence.
The -representation of free algebras that we use is the BGohm–Berarducci embed-
ding: a term r of a free algebra with constructors ci, arity(ci)=pi¿ 0; 16 i6 k,
is represented by the normal -term: Hr= c1 : : : ck r∗ where r∗ is inductively de5ned
by: (ci(r1; : : : ; rpi))
∗=(ci)r∗1 : : : r
∗
pi , 16 i6 k (see [2]). For example, the booleans are
represented by: HT= TFT; HF = TFF, and if A=N, we get the Church numerals:
Hn= sz (s) : : : (s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
z.
A function f : A1× · · · ×An→A is said to be represented by a -term , if for
any (r1; : : : ; rn)∈A1× · · · ×An; () Hr1 : : : Hrn  f(r1; : : : ; rn).
2. Constant time parallel computations in pure -calculus
Constant time computations in pure -calculus, i.e. computations executed in a con-
stant number of -reductions were already considered in [4]. Our idea here is to nor-
malize pure -terms with the help of successive complete developments (cpl’s). A
development of a term t is a term obtained from t by reducing residuals of redexes
of t. If every residual redexes of t is reduced, then we get the complete development
cpl(t) of t whose existence and uniqueness are ensured by the 5niteness of develop-
ments theorem (see e.g. [1], Chapter 11, Section 2, Theorem FD!). For instance, if
t→ t′, then t′ is clearly a development of t which can be reduced to the complete one:
t′ cpl(t), but cpl(t) is in turn a development of t′ since every residual of a redex
of t is one of a redex of t′, so that we get: cpl(t) cpl(t′). Finally, we have
If t → t′; then t′  cpl(t) cpl(t′): (1)
Cpl’s o8er us a stable rate of computation. Thus, the number of successive cpl’s
necessary for the normalization of a term t will not change greatly if we 5rst execute
on t a few -reductions:
Proposition 1. If a -term t reduces to another term t′ with the help of k -reductions
and if n (resp. n′) is the minimal integer such that cpln(t) (resp. cpln
′
(t′)) is normal;
then: n− k6 n′6 n.
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Proof. By (1) and the transitivity of , we have
If u u′; then cpl(u) cpl(u′): (2)
Iterating (2) on: t t′, we get: cpln(t) cpln(t′). Since cpln(t) is normal, so is cpln(t′).
This proves: n′6 n.








′+k(t) is normal since cpln
′
(t′) is, and n6 n′ + k.
From the de5nition of a cpl, we have the obvious following properties:
• cpl(x)= x, if x is a variable,
• cpl(x:t)= x cpl(t),
• cpl(tu)= (cpl(t)cpl(u)), if t is not an abstraction,
• cpl((x:t)u)= cpl(t)[cpl(u)=x].
They provide us with a direct de5nition of cpl(t) by induction on the term t, furthering
our attempt to do parallel computations in -calculus; we then consider that all the
redexes of a term are reduced at the same time, giving its cpl in one step.
Denition. Let us say that a pure -term  computes a function f : A1× · · · ×An→A
(where A1; : : : ;An;A are any free algebras) in constant time k if for all (r1; : : : ; rn)∈A1
× · · · ×An: cplk( Hr1 : : : Hrn)=f(r1; : : : ; rn). The set of the numeric functions that are
computable in constant time will be denoted by K.
Due to the power of substitutions, the idea of constant time parallel computation
that we get is not realistic. In particular, simultaneous substitutions allow us to mul-
tiply together as many integers as we want at the same time so that functions like
exponentials and
’k : n → 22·
·2n︸︷︷︸
k numbers 2
; k ∈ N
belong to the set K. Nevertheless, no function in K grows faster than the functions
’k . And, since the computation of a cpl has an exponential complexity (this can be
seen at once from the de5nition (∗)), the functions in K are easily proved to be
elementary:
K⊆E:
(Here E denotes the class of Kalmar-elementary functions, see e.g. [5].) Moreover, the
set K enjoys closure properties in harmony with our idea of parallel computation in
constant time.
Proposition 2. The set K is closed under composition; bounded sum and bounded
product.
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Proof. We simply detail the last case (other cases can be treated similarly). Let a
-term  compute in constant time R a numeric function f of arity p. The Proposi-
tion 1 enable us to normalize  with no e8ect on the bound R. We then represent the
function Pf : (n1; : : : ; np) →
∏
x¡np f(n1; : : : ; np−1; x) (bounded product of f) in the most
classical way in pure -calculus : with the help of ordered pairs 〈t1; t2〉=def g:gt1t2
and projections t i =def t(x1x2: xi) (i=1; 2) such that: 〈t1; t2〉i ti, 5rst representing the
function: 〈m; n〉 → 〈m:f(x1; : : : ; xp−1; n); n+ 1〉 by the term
 r = c:〈s:IR+r(Irx1 : : : xp−1c2)(c1s); sz:s(c2sz)〉;
where: In = II : : : I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
; I = x:x. Then we iterate this function xp times in order to obtain
the representation of Pf : "= x1 : : : xp:(xp p+7〈 H1; H0〉)1.
It can be easily be checked that for any n1; : : : ; np ∈N: " Hn1 : : : Hnp p cpl’s ( Hnp 7[ Hni=
xi]16i6p−1〈 H1; H0〉)1 2 cpl’s 〈tnp ; unp〉1, where the terms tk ; uk are inductively de5ned by
· t0 = H1 · tk+1 = s:IR+5(I5 Hn1 : : : Hnp−1〈tk ; uk〉2)(〈tk ; uk〉1s)
· u0 = H0 · uk+1 = sz:s(〈tk ; uk〉2sz):
〈tnp ; unp〉1 is in turn reduced after 3 cpl’s into the term t′np built from:
· t′0 = H1 · t′k+1 = s:IR+2(I2 Hn1 : : : Hnp−1u′k)(t′ks)
· u′0 = H0 · u′k+1 = sz:s(u′ksz):
At last, we have
t′np
2 cpl′s
 s:IR( Hn1 : : : Hnp−1np − 1)(IR( Hn1 : : : Hnp−1np − 2)
(: : : (IR( Hn1 : : : Hnp−1 H0)(z:sz)) : : :))
R cpl′s
 s:f(n1 : : : np−1; np − 1)(f(n1 : : : np−1; np − 2)





f(n1; : : : ; np−1; x):
This shows that the values f(n1; : : : ; np−1; x); 06x¡np are computed in parallel. (Note.
subterms In have been added in order to synchronize and to clarify the normalization,
which would not have been longer without them according to Proposition 1.)
A fact deserves to be noted here: E can be de5ned as the smallest class of functions
enjoying the three closure properties listed in Proposition 2 and containing some ba-
sic functions, namely the projections, constants, successor, addition, multiplication and
equality test ((m; n) → #m;n). Since all but the last of these functions belong trivially
to K, we have: K =E if and only if K contains the equality test.
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3. Equivalence with the simply typed -calculus
We now turn our attention to the simply typed -calculus →. Its types are generated
inductively by: o is a type (the ground type); if A and B are types, then so is A→B. The
degree of a type is de5ned by: #(o)= 0; #(A→B)= max(#(A); #(B))+1. We adopt the
following type notations: A1; : : : ; An→B=def A1→ (· · · → (An→B) · · ·); An→B=def
A; : : : ; A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
→B.
Any -term t of → has an associated type T (Notation: tT or t :T ). The -terms
of → are de5ned inductively by:
• For each type A, in5nitely many variables xA; yA; z A : : : are terms.
• If xA is a variable and tB a term, then xA: tB is a term of type A→B.
• If t :A→B and u : A are terms, then tu is a term of type B.
In order to represent a free algebra A, we will use any type that allows the typing of
every -term Hr (r ∈A). If A has constructors c1; : : : ; ck , arity (ci)=pi, we see easily
that the suitable types are exactly: T =def (Tp1 →T ); : : : ; (Tpk →T )→T for any type
T (In the case of N, we get the types: )T =(T →T )→ (T →T ) and in the case of
B : T =T 2→T ). A -term  representing a function f :A1× · · · ×An→A will have
the type: 1T1 ; : : : ; 
n
Tn → T for some T1; : : : ; Tn; T .
Let us call type of a -redex the type of its function part. We see easily that
the reduction of a redex R=(xA: tB)uA of type A→B may duplicate other redexes
but many create only redexes whose function part is either a copy of uA or the con-
tractum of R, that is only redexes of type A or B. Hence each redex of cpl(t) comes
from a redex of t whose type has higher degree. It follows that if a normal term
 : 1T1 ; : : : ; 
n
Tn → T represents a function f, then for any (r1; : : : ; rn)∈A1× · · · ×An
the normalization of  Hr1 : : : Hrn requires at most #(1T1 ; : : : ; 
n
Tn → T ) cpl’s. Thus,
the underlying pure -term extracted from  computes f in constant
time.
There is a converse, in some sense, of the latter: If a pure -term  computes a
function f in constant time, then f can be represented in the simply typed -calculus
→ (but it is not possible in general to type the term ). Our way to prove that
converse is to simulate in → the computation of the pure -calculus cpl’s. For this,
we need a translation of pure -terms into simply typed -calculus: For each type T ,
an embedding of the set of the untyped variables into that of the variables of type
T is given, the image of a variable x by this embedding will be denoted by xT . We
consider also for any type T , two variables: l(T→T )→ T and aT
2→T that have no inverse
image by the previous variable mappings. We represent inductively any pure -term t
by a normal term |t|Tla of type T :
• |x|Tla = xT , if x is a variable.
• |x:t|Tla = l(T→T )→ T (xT :|t|Tla).
• |tu|Tla = aT
2→T |t|Tla|u|Tla.
The term t is then translated by the term: |t|PT =def l(T→T )→T aT 2→T :|t|Tla of type:
PT =def ((T →T )→T ); (T 2→T )→T .
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Lemma 1. If T =((U →U )→U )→ ((U →U )→U ); then there is a term D: PT
→PU such that for any closed pure -term t: D|t|PT  |cpl(t)|PU .
Proof. T is in fact the type: (U →U )⊕U with respect to U. Generally speaking, the
disjoint sum of A1 and A2 with respect to B is de5ned by: A1⊕A2 = (A1→B); (A2→B)
→B. The -terms ,i =def xAifA1→ B1 fA2→B2 :fix Ai :Ai→A1⊕A2; i=1; 2 allow the em-
bedding of the types A1 and A2 into A1⊕A2 (u :Ai ,iu :A1⊕A2) and the selection
of the function fi :Ai→B to be applied to an argument t :A1⊕A2 according to its real
kind (A1 or A2):
tfA1→B1 f
A2→B
2 : B f
Ai→B
i u
Ai ; if t = ,iuAi : (3)
Let
L = rT→T :,(U→U )→T1 (z
U :#(r(,U→T2 z))) : (T → T )→ T;




2 ) : T
2 → T;
with
f1 = rU→U :r(#n) : (U → U )→ U; f2 = xU :aU 2→Ux(#n) : U → U;
and
#=def xT :xT l(U→U )→U (zU :zU ) : T → U:
We then prove by induction on the size of a term t whose free variables are exactly:
xi; 16i6n, that the term: "= |t|Tla[,U→T2 xUi =xTi ]16i6n[L=l(T→T )→T ; A=aT
2→T ] is s.t.
"
{
,1(zU :|cpl(u)|Ula) if t = zu;
,2(|cpl(t)|Ula) if t is not an abstraction:
(4)
(Note that in both cases, it follows immediately: #" |cpl(t)|Ula.)
• If t is a variable, "= ,2|t|Ula = ,2|cpl(t)|Ula.
• If t= z:u then "=L(zT :), with: = |u|Tla[,2xUi =xTi ]16i6n[L=l; A=a] and by induc-
tion hypothesis: #([,2zU =zT ]) |cpl(u)|Ula. Thus:
"→ ,1(zU :#((zT)(,2zU )))→ ,1(zU :#([,2zU =zT ])) ,1(zU :|cpl(u)|Ula):
• If t= t1t2 then "=A"1"2, with: "k = |tk |Tla[,2xUi =xTi ]16i6n[L=l; A=a]; k =1; 2 and by
induction hypothesis: #"2 |cpl(t2)|Ula
– If t1 is not an abstraction, then: "1 ,2|cpl(t1)|Ula by induction hypothesis, and:
"  ,2((,2|cpl(t1)|Ula)f1["2=n]f2["2=n]) by the de5nition of A;
 ,2(f2["2=n]|cpl(t1)|Ula) by (3);
→ ,2(a|cpl(t1)|Ula(#"2)) by the de5nition of f2;
 ,2(a|cpl(t1)|Ula|cpl(t2)|Ula) = ,2(|cpl(t)|Ula):
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– If t1 = z u then by induction hypothesis: "1 ,1zU |cpl(u)|Ula, and:
"  ,2((,1(zU :|cpl(u)|Ula))f1["2=n]f2["2=n]) by the de5nition of A;
 ,2(f1["2=n](zU :|cpl(u)|Ula)) by (3);
→ ,2((zU :|cpl(u)|Ula)(#"2)) by the de5nition of f1;
 ,2(|cpl(u)|Ula[|cpl(t2)|Ula=zU ]) = ,2(|cpl(t)|Ula):
If t is closed, it follows from (4): #(|t|PT LA) #" |cpl(t)|Ula. Thus, we can take
D = xPT l(U→U )→UaU
2→U :#(xLA):
Recall that the .-long terms of → are inductively de5ned by:
• If xA is a variable of type A=A1; : : : ; An→ o (with possibly n=0) and if t A11 ; : : : ; t Ann
are .-long terms, then the term (xA)t A11 : : : t
An
n is .-long.
• If xA is a variable and t B a .-long term, then the term xA : t B is .-long.
Lemma 2. For all type A; there is a -term "oz A such that for any closed .-long term
t A: "oz A [t
A=z A] |t|ola (t being the underlying pure -term of t A).
Proof. For any variable z A we de5ne by induction on its type A=A1; : : : ; An→ o; n¿0;
a -term Az whose free variables are in {zo; l(o→o)→o; ao
2→o} and a -term "oz whose
free variables are in {z A; l(o→o)→o; ao2→o}:
• Az = zA11 : : : zAnn : a(: : : (azo"oz1 ) : : :)"ozn :
• "oz = l(z1 : : : (l(zn : zAA1z1 : : : Anzn )) : : :):
(In particular, if A= o then z = z and "z = z.) We now prove that for any .-long
term t A whose free variables are x1; : : : ; xm, we have: "zA [t[xi =xi]16i6m=z] |t|ola.
By induction on t A: Let t A = zA11 : : : z
An
n :y
BtB11 : : : t
Bk
k ; n¿0; k¿0; the variables zj
being distinct from the variables xi and y: B=B1; : : : ; Bk → o being one of the variables
xi or zj. By induction hypothesis, the terms t′s = ts[xi =xi; zj =zj]16i6m;16j6n are such
that: "zs [t
′
s=zs] |ti|la; 16s6k. Hence: h=(t[xi =xi]16i6m)A1z1 : : : Anzn  By t′1 : : : t′k
a(: : : (ay"z1 [t
′
1=z1]) : : :)"zk [t
′
k =zk ] |(y)t1 : : : tk |la, and then: "zA [t[xi =xi]16i6m=z A] = l(z1
: : : (l(zn: h)) : : :) |t|la. In particular, if t A is closed, then "zA [t A=z A] |t|la.
Lemma 3. For all type B; there is a type T and a -term CB : PT →B such that for
any closed normal term t B (t being its underlying pure -term): CB|t|PT . t B.
Proof. Let {B1; : : : ; Bn} be the set of all the subtypes of B (including say B1 = o and
Bn =B). Let B0 = on→ o; U =B0; B1; : : : ; Bn→ o and T =U → o.
Let –˜= xo1 : : : x
o
n : xi : B0; 16i6n;
2i = xTz
Bi1






1 : : : x
Bn
n : xiz1 : : : zh) : T →Bi; 06i6n;
(with: Bi =Bi1; : : : ; Bih→ o). Note that: 2i(fU :ftB00 t B11 : : : t Bnn ). t Bii .
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Let L= rT→T fU :f1˜1 : : : n : (T →T )→T , where B11 is any term
and: Bjj = x
Bk
k :2l(r(f
U :fk˜ xB11 : : : x
Bn




U :20 x1"1 : : : "n : T 2→T
with: "ok =f
U —˜"k1 : : : "kn; 16k6n; "
Bj
kj = 2kx1(2lx2) if Bk =Bl→Bj;
j¿1; l¿1: The terms "Biki ; i = j, can be any terms.
Now let t Bj be any normal -term whose type is a subtype of B. We prove by induction
on t Bj that if {xBkii ; 16i6m} is the set of its free variables and if t is its underlying
pure -term then the term: TT = |t|Tla[fU :fk˜i : : : x
Bki





2→T ] (where the subterms represented by dots can be de5ned arbitrarily) is s.t.:
2jT. t Bj and, in case t Bj is not an abstraction, such that: 20T. —˜.
• If t Bj is a variable: t= xBj thenTT = fU :f—˜ : : : xBjj : : : and 2jT. xBj ; 20T.—˜.
• If t Bj = zBk : uBl then we have: TT =L(zT :UT ) with by induction hypothesis:
2l(U[fU :fk˜ : : : zBk : : : =zT ]). uBl . Hence:
2jT→ 2jfU :f1˜1[zT :U=r] : : : n[zT :U=r] (by de5nition of L)
. j[zT :U=r] = zBk :2l((zT :U)(fU :fk˜ : : : zBk : : :))
→ zBk :2l(U[fU :fk˜ : : : zBk : : : =zT ]). zBk :uBl = tBj :
• If t Bj = tBk1 tBl2 then T=ATT1 TT2 , with by induction hypothesis: 2kT1. tBk1 ;
2lT2. t
Bl
2 and: 20T1. k˜ since t1 is not an abstraction (otherwise t
Bj would
not be normal). Hence:
2jT  2j(fU :20T1"1[Ti=xi]i=1;2 : : : "n[Ti=xi]i=1;2) (by de5nition of A)
. 2j(fU :"k [Ti=xi]i=1;2) = 2j(fU :fU —˜"k1[Ti=xi]i=1;2 : : : "kn[Ti=xi]i=1;2)






Similarly, 20T. 20(fU :fU —˜ : : :). —˜.
In particular, if t B is normal and closed, then we have: 2n(|t|PTLA) 2n(|t|Tla[L=l;
A=a]). t B we may take: CB = xPT 2n (xLA).
Proposition 3. Given any pure closed -term ; any integer R and any types A1; : : : ; An;
B; we can compute a -term 4A1[T=o];:::; An[T=o]→B such that for any closed terms t A11 ; : : : ;
t Ann (whose pure underlying forms are t1; : : : ; tn); if cpl
R(t1 : : : tn) is normal and ty-
pable with the type B; then 4t1[T=o] : : : tn[T=o]. cpl
R(t1 : : : tn) :B. Moreover we
have: #(T )= 3R+ k where k depends only on B.




; : : : ; "o
x Ann
be as in Lemma 2, then Poo = la : a(: : : (a||ola"ox1 ) : : :)"oxn
is such that for all (t A11 ; : : : ; t
An
n ) : o[ti=x
Ai
i ]16i6n → |t1 : : : tn|Po and for any T the term
PTT = o[T=o] satis5es: T [ti[T=o]=x
Ai[T=o]
i ]16i6n |t1 : : : tn|PT .
From Lemma 3, there is a type U0 and a term CB : PU0 →B such that for any closed
normal term t B : CB|t|PU0 . t B. Let k = #(U0); Ui+1 =def ((Ui→Ui)→Ui)→ ((Ui→
Ui)→Ui); and terms Di+1 : PUi+1 →PUi ; 06i¡R; such that: Di+1|t|PUi+1  |cpl(t)|PUi
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for any closed term t, as in Lemma 1. Finally, we set T =UR and everything has just
been done so that the term 4= xA1[T=o]1 : : : x
An[T=o]
n :CB(D1(: : : (DRT ) : : :)) : A1[T=o]; : : : ;
An[T=o]→B represents f. At last, since #(Ui+1)= #(Ui) + 3; we have: #(T )= 3R +
#(U0)= 3R+ k.
Corollary. Let A;A1; : : : ;An be free algebras, and f : A1 × · · · ×An→A a function
computed in constant time R by a pure -term . Then f is representable in → by
a -term " : 1T ; : : : ; 
n
T → o such that: #(T )= 3R+ k where k depends only on A.
Thus, computability in constant time in the pure -calculus and -representability in
→ are equivalent. In addition, their respective complexity indicators, i.e. the runtime
and the degree of the type, are of the same order.
4. -representable functions
In this section, we are considering the full type structureM over the ground domain:
Mo = {0; 1}. Recall thatM = (MT )T∈T; where T is the set of simple types andMA→B
is the set MMAB of maps of MA into MB; for any types A; B.
An assignment  is a map of the set of typed variables into
⋃
T∈TMT such that for
all xT :  (xT )∈MT . Given any typed variable xA and a∈MA; we call  [xA← a] the
assignment 5 de5ned by: 5(xA)= a and for any z = xA : 5(z)=  (z).
The value <t A= in M of a -term t A with respect to an assignment  is then de5ned
by induction on t A:
• for any variable xA; <xA= =  (xA).
• if <t A→B1 = =f and <t A2 = = a; then <t1t2= =f(a).
• <xAt B= is the map f :MA →MB such that for any a∈MA : f(a)= <t A= [x A←a].
Clearly, <t A= does not depend on the whole assignment  , but only on the values taken
by the latter for the free variables of t A. In particular, when t A is a closed -term,
<t A= does not depend at all on  and will then be written: <t A=.
Let us recall at last the following soundness theorem (see [3]): if t A1 =. t
A
2 ; then for
any assignment  we have: <t A= = <t′A= .
In the sequel, we restrict ourselves to the case of predicates, that is functions
from A1× · · · ×An to B. First note that a predicate P: A1× · · · ×An→B is -
representable i8 its characteristic function 6P is (6P :A1× · · · ×An→N is de5ned by:
6P(r1; : : : ; rn)= 0 (resp. 1) if P(r1; : : : ; rn) is false (resp. true)). If P : 1T1 ; : : : ; 
n
Tn → o
represents P then x
1T1
1 : : : x
nTn
n so→ozo:Px1 : : : xn(sz)z represents 6P; conversely, if
6 : 1T1 ; : : : ; 
n
Tn → )o represents 6P then x
1T1
1 : : : x
nTn
n T oFo:Px1 : : : xn(7:T )F repre-
sents P.
Proposition 4. For any T1; : : : ; Tn; only a 8nite number of predicates of A1×· · ·×An
are -representable in the type: T = 1T1 ; : : : ; 
n
Tn → o.
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Proof. If 1; 2 are closed -terms of type T such that: <1== <2= then 1 and 2
represent the same predicate. Indeed, for any closed -terms t
1T1
1 ; : : : ; t
nTn
n , let "Bi be the
normal form of it1 : : : tn (i=1; 2). Then each term "i is one of the terms: HT; HF. It
follows from the hypothesis <1== <2= that: <"1== <1t1 : : : tn== <2t1 : : : tn== <"2=. Since
< HT = = < HF =, we get: "1 = "2 and 1t1 : : : tn =. 2t1 : : : tn.
The number of predicates represented in the type T , therefore, is bounded by the
number of elements in MT , and the proposition follows from the 5niteness of MA for
any A.
Proposition 4 bis. For any R∈N; only a 8nite number of predicates of A1× · · · ×An
are computable in the pure -calculus in constant time R.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Propositions 3 and 4.
Corollary. If the free algebra A has at least one constructor c with arity(c) =0
then the equality predicate E :A2→B (de8ned by: E(r1; r2)= T i9 r1 = r2) is not
representable in the simply typed -calculus (and not computed in constant time by
any pure -term).
Proof. Indeed, if say  : T1 ; T2 → o represented the predicate E then the -terms  Hr
(with r ∈A) would represent in5nitely many predicates in the type: T2 → o, but this
contradicts the Proposition 4.
In particular, with A=N we see that the equality test 6E : (m; n) → #m;n does not
belong to K; hence K & E.
We close this section with a characterization of the -representable numeric predi-
cates.
Proposition 5. A numeric predicate P :Np→B is representable in → (resp.
-computable in constant time) i9 P is ultimately periodic; i.e. such that for some
T1; : : : ; Tp; K1; : : : ; Kp:
∀(n1; : : : ; np) ∈ Np ni¿Ki ⇒ P(n1; : : : ; ni + Ti; : : : ; np)
= P(n1; : : : ; ni; : : : ; np); 16i6p:
Proof. Since MU is 5nite, for any ’∈MU→U and a∈MU , the iteration:
n →’(n)(a) must be ultimately periodic, i.e.: ∀n¿K ’(n+T )(a)=’(n)(a) for
some T; K . Moreover, we can take T and K independent of ’ and a since the latters
range over the 5nite domainsMU→U ;MU . Thus, the maps < Hn)U = :MU→U ×MU →MU
de5ned by: < Hn)U =(’; a)=’(n)(a) satisfy: <n+ T == < Hn =, if n¿K . We just proved that
the map: n → < Hn)U = is ultimately periodic for any type U . It follows at
once that any -representable numeric predicate is ultimately periodic.
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Conversely, let P :Np→B be such that: P(n1; : : : ; ni + Ti; : : : ; np)=P(n1; : : : ; ni; : : : ;
np), if ni¿Ki; 16i6p. We prove by induction on its arity p that P is -represented
by some term  : )U1 ; : : : ; )Up → o, with: Ui = oKi+Ti → o. The case p=0 being trivial, let
p¿ 1. By induction hypothesis, for any n∈N, the predicate Pn : (n1; : : : ; np−1) →P(n1
; : : : ; np−1; n) is -represented by a term n : )U1 ; : : : ; )Up−1 → o. Now, we have: Pn+Tp
=Pn, if n¿Kp; hence: Pn =P (n) with  de5ned by:  (n)≡ n (mod Tp); Kp6  (n)¡
Kp + Tp is n¿Kp and  (n)= n if n¡Kp. The term IUp→Up = zUpxo0 : : : x
o
Kp+Tp−1: z
x1 : : : xKp+Tp−1xKp is designed so that for any n∈N :Ixo0 : : : xoKp+Tp−1: x (n) xo0 : : :
xoKp+Tp−1: x (n+1). Thus, we can take: = z
)U1
1 : : : z
)Up
p :zpI(xo0 : : : xKp +T
o
p−1: x0)(0z1
: : : zp−1) : : : (Kp+Tp−1z1 : : : zp−1). Indeed,
() Hn1 : : : Hnp (I(: : : (I︸ ︷︷ ︸
np
(xo0 : : : x
o
Kp+Tp−1:x (0))) : : :))(0 Hn1 : : : Hnp−1) : : :
(Kp+Tp−1 Hn1 : : : Hnn−1)
 (xo0 : : : x
o
Kp+Tp−1:x (np))(0 Hn1 : : : Hnp−1) : : : (Kp+Tp−1 Hn1 : : : Hnn−1)
  (np) Hn1 : : : Hnp−1  (P (np)(n1; : : : ; np−1))
∗ = (P(n1; : : : ; np))∗:
Note that all that has just been said here about the predicates can be extended directly
to the case of functions whose values range over a 5nite free algebra.
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